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“When the final draft of the 
manuscript is submitted, the 
materials will be verified to 
confirm that they do, in fact, 
reproduce the analytic results 
reported in the article.
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Curator submits final report with data citation to Editor
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6 hours per manuscript

2.11resubmissions per manuscript



✖

✖ Missing or incomplete codebooks and README files

✖ Missing data and syntax files

✖ Missing citation to original dataset

✖ No file descriptions

✖ Use of file formats not optimal for preservation



✖

✖ Use of absolute file paths

✖ Missing package installation scripts

✖ Missing seed command

✖ Code execution errors

✖ Output mismatches

✖ Rounding errors
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⭑ Policies with clearly articulated 
requirements

⭑ Comprehensive policy guidance 
to support compliance 

⭑ Training in data management 
and reproducible research 
standards and best practices

⭑ Technology integrations to 
streamline verification workflows

⭑ Automated workflow tracking

⭑ Enabling tools that support data 
management and reproducible 
research standards and best 
practices
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⭑ Technology integrations to 
streamline verification workflows

⭑ Automated workflow tracking

⭑ Enabling tools that encourage 
data management and 
reproducible research standards 
and best practices

Confirmable Reproducible 
Research Environment:  
Linking tools to promote 
computational reproducibility
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Curator reviews package in CoRe2
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